The capability to find individuals using CCTV cameras is important for surveillance applications at large areas such as railway stations, airports and shopping centers. However, it is laborious to track and trace people over multiple cameras post incident. In this paper, we describe the live demonstration of our interactive re-identification system in a railway station. The system performs real-time track generation in multiple cameras and live re-identification and refinding of suspects which was live demonstrated in Poland. The system allows fast interactive retrieval of an individual by showing only similar candidates. An operator can find the origin or destination of a person more efficiently, especially over large time and space intervals.
An event broker allowed services to subscribe to specific events as is common is Service Oriented Architecture. The security operator in the SOCC coordinates, based on the events, the actions of security personnel. Figure 1 shows the TNO system and its relevant environment in the PROTECTRAIL system. The TNO system interfaced with a number of IP cameras using RTSP/ONVIF standards [21] [25] and it generated track information which, through event brokering, was visualized on the SOCC. The event brokering was implemented using WSDL [11] for the infrastructure and OASIS CAP [3] to structure the XML alert message formats. Using both formats resulted in an easy and efficient plug-and-play integration with the rest of the PROTECTRAIL System. This resulted in a system which ran parallel to the SOCC systems and when needed provided accurate and up-to-date location information of the individual of interest to the SOCC. 
Real-time tracking
The TNO person tracking system performs real-time track generation of every detected pedestrian in every camera [5] , as shown in Figure 2 . Currently, one PC is used for every camera to perform the person detection and track generation. A scalable system would require many PC's, or sufficient computational power inside the camera, or a more flexible assignment of computational resources that is adapting to the task of the operator. The generated track contains information about position, time, bounding boxes, one small image to visualize the candidate and an appearance-based histogram model [6] . The track information is stored in a database that is used for re-identification of the individual. 
Re-identification engine
Person re-identification is an active research field [14] [16] [18] , with several recent developments [1] [2] [24] . The reidentification engine can be used to combine observations of multiple operators or multiple (explosive) detectors to obtain a merged and fused result [7] , and it can be used to search people and track them. The re-identification engine in our system [6] is used to retrieve candidates that are similar to the person of interest (e.g., the suspect). This allows a user to answer questions more quickly that are related to the origin and destination of the track. For every track, an appearance-based histogram model is stored. The model of the suspect is compared to all other candidates by the reidentification engine, and only the most similar candidates are shown to the operator. Experiments on the international VIPER benchmark dataset [16] [17] showed that the system allows the human to retrieve individuals five times faster than without this functionality [6] .
Graphical user interface
The graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in Figure 5 . It includes a map, a spot view, camera selection and a candidate view. The candidate view has a horizontal axis for time and a vertical axis for the cameras. On historic data, a complete day can be loaded with a fixed number of candidates, and an operator can move forward and backward in time. During live demonstration, the number of displayed candidates is extended and novel incoming candidates added on the screen. A scalable GUI would use the vertical axis for presenting candidates that are ranked from similar (top) to less similar (bottom), without showing fixed cameras on the vertical axis. Experiments with human operators showed that the system leads to a significant reduction of missed people by using the interactive functionality, especially for large time intervals [5] . The tracking system was integrated and validated in a crowded [13] [19] shopping mall in the Netherlands, in collaboration with five SMEs [4] . The system performed consistently and robustly. This performance translated well to the new PROTECTRAIL test environment in Zmigrod, Poland by adapting the interfaces to connect to other PROTECTRAIL components and without modification of the core technology.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experimental setup at railway station in Poland
The PROTECTRAIL demonstration was organized in October 2013 in Zmigrod, Poland. This site consists of a small train station and a test railway track, as shown in Figure 3 . The aim of the PROTECTRAIL demonstration was to show in real conditions new innovative and also working technologies with added value to operators of the technologies and especially the integration there-of. One of the demonstration scenarios focused on the consequences of left luggage. Part of the demonstration scenario was the TNO system, which was used to find the current location and origin of a suspect that left luggage in a crowd. The suspect ( are wearing n included light
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The TNO sys suspicious lu line in the ca luggage was present befor (top), and the person who le comprises the luggage was SOCC invest oon as possibl mitigation tea TNO system individual is (an actor) was normal and n t variations, su Once the person is identified that left the luggage, the re-identification engine is used to show only similar candidates ( Figure 6 ). This allows the operator to answer the question: "where did the suspect go to?". The suspect left the scene by entering the train. However, the train is on the test track and after a few minutes the train arrived again at the station. When the suspect reappears on the scene, he is detected by the TNO system. At this moment, security personnel is informed and the suspect is caught ( Figure 6 ).
The main advantage of the tool is that it allows the operator to easily find the origin or destination of the person. This functionality is especially useful to find the same person over a large time interval. Figure 7 shows that the suspect already inspected the scene in the morning. The quick retrieval is possible because only similar candidates are shown. When all candidates are shown (Figure 8 ), it is much harder to find the person of interest. An additional benefit is that in the candidate view it is easily visible when and where people are. In the white areas, the cameras do not register people. This is very useful and intuitive information for the operator in case of manual or semi-automatic search. The main advantage of the tool is that it allows the operator to easily answer questions like "where did the suspect come from?" or "where did he go to?". The functionality is especially useful to find the same person over a large time interval. The figure shows that the suspect already inspected the scene in the morning. 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a system for real-time tracking and fast interactive retrieval of persons in video streams from multiple static surveillance cameras. The system performs real-time track generation in multiple cameras and live extension of candidates as was live demonstrated in Poland. The system provides clear benefits for retrieving a person's past or current location, by providing A) a semi-automatic search (by showing only candidates that are similar to the suspect) and B) an overview of where and when pedestrians are. An operator can find the origin or destination of a person more efficiently with fewer misses due to e.g. toilet/shop visits, especially over large time and space intervals.
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